Programme logic model - full implementation

Inputs
What is invested?

Activities
What are the specific
actions required?

Outputs
What are the tools,
knowledge, products or
services produced by the
activities?

Outcomes

Impact

Expected results of
initiative

Long term impacts /
benefits of initiative

Weaker logic / benefit flow

Clear logic / benefit flow
Increased compliance
costs for companies
(than if no register
existed) although
lower familiarisation
costs over time

Consulting with
companies to prepare
for set up

A reporting process
which is more likely to
be feasible / tailored
to company needs

Drafting legislation
Better company
awareness of
reporting obligations
Funding for pre-set up
activities

Funding for set up

Funding for
maintenance

Government staff
resource

Collecting data from
all companies across
the economy

Procurement
authorities can use
the tool for free to
better understand
supplier profiles

A BOT register seeking
comprehensive
coverage across an
economy

An open,BOT register
with free access
available for all

Publishing data under
an open access licence
A beneficial ownership
registry API

Reporting company
staff resource

Reporting
information becomes
standard business
practice for
companies

Government oversight

Communicating
reporting
requirements to
companies

Developing the
registry where data
will be housed

Deterrence:
companies are less
likely to attempt to
operate illicit
ownership structures,
knowing their
obligation to report

Law enforcement and
tax authorities use
the tool for free to
investigate potential
financial
mismanagement
cases
Private sector and civil
society oversight

Civil society
(journalists, NGOs and
citizens) use the tool
for free to investigate
potential financial
mismanagement
cases
Companies use the
tool for free due
diligence checks on
partners or
contractors

Reduced risk of
government
contracting corrupt
firms

Better government
leverage during
contract negotiation

Banks use the tool for
KYC AML
requirements

A registry housing up-
to-date and verified
data
Cross referencing data
to verify accuracy

Enforcing sanctions
for non-compliance

A registry with higher
levels of compliance

Data becomes easier
to use, develop new
tools with, and link to
other datasets

Register is regarded as
a reliable source of
information on
company ownership

Social impact:
increased trust in
government

Revenue from asset
seizures (limited)

Reduction in tax
evasion (better
domestic resource
mobilisation)

More effective
sanctions on
individuals with ties
to hostile entities /
human rights abuses

Revenue from asset
seizures (limited)

Reduction in illicit
financial flows (pump
and dump schemes /
shell companies etc)

Updating data
periodically

Local housing market
less likely to become
inflated

Less public money
wasted on unfit
providers (better
value for money in
government
contracts)

Reduction in authority
resource time spent
on investigation

Structuring data
A registry housing
structured and bulk
downloadable data

Reduced
attractiveness to non-
resident
incorporations
looking to launder
money

Reduced due diligence
costs for companies
(easier to do business)

Increased national
security

Reduced losses for
shareholders

Better perception of
investment
environment

Increased FDI from
private investors

Reduced AML
compliance resource
time (costs) for banks

Losses avoided
because chosen
partners are less likely
to be investigated and
penalised

Increased citizen trust
in government

Reduced risk of
company assets (both
tangible and
reputational)

Reduced perception of
corruption

Increased GDP

